Various apps for real estate agents
Real estate agents, like any other businessperson, require saving time and effort in this fast
moving competitive world. For real estate agents, use of technology is absolutely necessary for
them to survive in the market. It is so because for real estate agents, size of room, needs etc. are
very important for them to know and with availability of apps there task becomes easier and even
quicker. Therefore, they can scan as many plots, residences and offices which they want and
compare all of them accordingly. Some of the top best apps are enlisted below and explained
with features:
1. Ever note: If you want a synonym for this app then ‘Elephant memory app’ would be
most appropriate. This is because it stores and remembers huge data like pictures of
houses, plot etc and even reports of clients. So, even a ‘photographic memory’ synonym
would be suitable. It can also recall any data within no time and therefore is easily
accessible.
2. Homes nap: Ever thought of that how could you find a property or site just by having a
picture? Well if you have a picture then it is more than enough with an app called Homes
nap. It scans the picture and displays all relevant information of the property for the real
estate agent.
3. Hop Stop transit directions: If your client is asking for the features relating to location
of the property or site, make sure that you have Hop Stop app with you which can guide
you for the nearest public transit, places nearby etc. This app is available for US, Canada
and Europe.
4. Magic plan: Now, supposing you have a client who wants to construct a house or a
office in a vacant plot, obviously he would be interested to know about size of rooms etc
for his future house. Magic plan app solves this problem by automatically measuring and
even drawing floor and room plans that too on architectural lines. Your clients would
love to be with you as you have saved the cost of their consultation with the architect.
5. Other apps are like House Hunter apps, Red laser, Mint.com, and Property Evaluator etc
which have other multiple features. Mint.com app even calculates your budget and
provides suggestions for property in accordance with that.
These apps are useful for every real-estate agent and do prove to be profitable as they attract
more clients for their business.

